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Abstract-This is the preprint version, to read the final version please go to IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing on IEEE Xplore. To avoid decorrelation, conventional SAR interferometry (InSAR) requires that interferometric images should have a common spectral band and the same resolution after proper pre-processing. For a high-resolution (HR) image and a low-resolution one, the interferogram quality is limited by the low-resolution one since the non-common band between two images is usually discarded. In this paper, we try to establish an InSAR method to improve interferogram quality by means of exploiting the non-common band. To this end, we first define a new interferogram, which has the same resolution as the HR image. Then we formulate the interferometric relation between the two images into a compressive sensing (CS) model, which contains the proposed HR interferogram. With the sparsity of interferogram in appropriate domains, we model the interferogram formation as a typical sparse recovery problem. Due to the speckle effect in coherent radar imaging, the sensing matrix of our CS model is inherently random. We theoretically prove that the sensing matrix satisfies restricted isometry property, and thus the interferogram recovery performance is guaranteed. Furthermore, we provide a fast interferogram formation algorithm by exploiting computationally efficient structures of the sensing matrix. Numerical experiments show that the proposed method provide better interferogram quality in the sense of reduced phase noise and obtain extrapolated interferogram spectra with respect to common band processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
S YNTHETIC aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) exploits two or more complex-valued SAR images to derive interferometric information about an area of interest. Conventionally, this technique requires that interferometric images should have a common spectral band, so that each resolution cell has the same scattering contribution [1] . Hence, the essence of conventional InSAR is a common band (CB) interferometry technique. If the CB requirement is not satisfied, CB filtering should be applied to remove decorrelated contributions, so that interferometry can be carried out pixel by pixel [1] , [2] . However, CB filtering decreases the resolution of the images, leading to the reduction of interferogram quality. Thus it is meaningful to study how to reduce this kind of interferogram quality loss. On the other hand, InSAR also faces several challenges to acquire high resolution in SAR imaging. For example, high resolution requires large transmitted bandwidth and high sampling/data rate, putting great pressure on sampling devices and data storage. In spaceborne SAR, it often needs to sacrifice azimuth resolution in return for wide coverage and short revisit time [3] . These problems suggest that low-resolution (LR) observation is also important for SAR.
Motivated by these problems, this paper tries to achieve the goal of recovering a high-quality interferogram from a HR master image and a LR slave one. To this end, we propose a novel InSAR method, which improves interferogram quality by exploiting the non-common band (NCB). We refer to our method as NCB SAR interferometry (NCB-InSAR). The main difference between NCB-InSAR and conventional CB-based InSAR (CB-InSAR) is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In NCB-InSAR, we first introduce a new HR complex interferogram u, which has the same resolution and phase as the conventional flattened complex interferogram. Then we formulate the interferogram u into a compressive sensing (CS) [4] model as
where y s is the LR slave image vector, x is the coefficient vector of the HR interferogram u in some basis, and A m is a sensing matrix defined by a lowpass filtering matrix Q and a basis W as
where θ m is the complex exponential phase vector related to the master image. In this paper we focus on spatially extended targets having homogeneous fringes, for cases like mountain and desert areas, and for a simple example, a slope. Then similar to natural images that share geometrical natures [5] , the interferogram in these cases is often sparse in discrete cosine transform (DCT) or wavelet domains [6] . Exploiting this sparse property, we can recover the sparse coefficients by solving an 1 minimization problem
where λ is a regularization parameter. Then an estimateû for the HR interferogram u can be retrieved by transforming the recovered coefficients back to image domain. Different from CB-InSAR, the proposed NCB-InSAR method uses CS to generate interferograms instead of pixel-by-pixel conjugate multiplication.
It is worth noting that CS has been shown to be an efficient tool for SAR. Over the past decade, several CS applications have been introduced to SAR, and brought several benefits [7] . On the one hand, CS can reduce the sampling rate on SAR data acquisition [8] - [12] . In [8] - [10] , the authors randomly sub-sampled SAR echoes in azimuth and range to efficiently reduce SAR data size. In [11] , Budillon extended random sub-sampling in elevation dimension for SAR tomography (TomoSAR). In [12] , Wang et al. exploited CS to detect sparse moving targets with low-rate measurements. On the other hand, CS is used to achieve super resolution as a signal processing approach [13] - [16] . For inversed SAR, Zhang et al. illustrated that CS can generate HR inversed SAR images with limited transmitted pulses [13] , [14] . In TomoSAR, Zhu et al. demonstrated that CS leads to super resolution in elevation by irregular sampling [15] , [16] . In essence, our study belongs to the signal recover problem via CS. However, it is much different from above-mentioned works. In our work, the data acquisition does not involve random or irregular sub-sampling, while they are indispensable in above-mentioned methods.
In the framework of CS, the sensing matrix should satisfy restricted isometry property (RIP) [4] to guarantee the recovery performance. To this end, a conventional solution is to randomize the measurements. An example is drawing samples at random or irregular locations in range/azimuth/elevation, such as Xampling SAR [17] , quadrature CS SAR [18] and CS TomoSAR [15] . As for NCB-InSAR, we find that due to the speckle effect in coherent radar imaging, θ m is a random vector, introducing randomness into the sensing matrix A m . With proper resolutions and sparse bases, we can prove that the sensing matrix satisfies RIP. Therefore, it is not necessary to adopt an extra random sub-sampling strategy, which makes it convenient to be applied to existing spaceborne and airborne SAR systems.
In practical applications, the proposed NCB-InSAR has several potential benefits. First, LR observation results in low data rate and size, reducing the cost and requirement on data acquisition and storage. Second, it can achieve wide coverage and short revisit time because it allows a low pulse repetition frequency. It is worth pointing out that for a single HR and LR image pair, only the common footprint can be interferometrically combined, i.e., the interferometric region is limited by the scene extent of the smaller HR master image. To overcome this limitation, we can combine several HR images with one LR image, i.e., cover the LR footprint by many HR ones as explained in Fig. 2 . Finally, LR observation occupies small transmitted bandwidth. For spaceborne SAR, we can combine two-satellite constellation: one sensor observes with high resolution and the other observes with low resolution, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This combination can be used for frequent revisiting systems to monitor changes like surface deformation [2] . Therefore, NCB-InSAR can provide a better way for long-term Earth observation. Besides, for multisubband airborne SAR, the saved bandwidth can be exploited to perform other tasks [19] .
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows: 1) By means of exploiting NCB, we show that it is possible to exploit the NCB between a pair of HR and LR interferometric images. We formulate the interferometric relation between the two images into a CS model, which explicitly contains a HR interferogram. 2) We prove that, owing to the speckle effect, the sensing matrix of the CS model is inherently random and satisfies RIP. Therefore, the recovery of the interferogram is theoretically feasible and robust. 3) Taking advantage of the computationally favourable structure of the sensing matrix, we propose an efficient first-order interferogram formation algorithm, which is named as NCB InSAR via 1 Minimization (NIL1M). Then the interferogram formation problem (3) with large scales can be solved efficiently. 4) Based on numerical experiments using simulated data and half-real datasets, we find that the proposed method achieves better interferogram quality for distributed scenes having homogeneous interferometric fringes. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some basic knowledge about SAR and InSAR. Section III presents the principle of NCB-InSAR. Section IV discusses the reconstructability and robustness of NCB-InSAR via RIP analysis. Section V presents an computationally efficient interferogram formation algorithm. Section VI provides several supporting experiments. Section VII concludes this paper. Appendices A, B and C contain theoretical proofs and derivation.
Notation
A continuous function and its discrete samples are denoted as z(τ, η) and z[n, l], respectively. The Fourier transform of z(τ, η) is denoted by Z(ν, ξ). Operators are denoted by calligraphic letters, e.g., F. The set of complex numbers is denoted by C. Matrices and vectors are denoted by boldface uppercase and lowercase letters, e.g., A and x, respectively.
For a matrix A, vec (A) is the column-wise vector of A, and diag(A) is the diagonal matrix with vec (A) as its diagonal elements. A, B denotes the inner product of vec(A) and vec(B). The matrix F N denotes a normalized discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix with size N × N , which is defined
N (l−1)(k−1) for l, k ∈ {1, · · · , N }. The conjugate, transpose and adjoint of a matrix are denoted by (·), (·) T and (·) * , respectively. The adjoint of an operator is also denoted by (·) * . The p -norm of vectors is denoted by · p .
The spectral norm and Frobenius norm of matrices are denoted by · 2 and · F , respectively. The symbols ⊗ and • denote Kronecker product and Hadamard product, respectively. The support set of a vector x is denoted by supp(x).
II. BACKGROUND
This section is to review background knowledge about SAR imaging and interferometry. For simplicity, we restrict our topic to conventional stripmap InSAR.
A. Bandwidth and Resolution in SAR Imaging
SAR imaging can be viewed as the estimation of a two dimensional (2-D) backscattering field z(τ, η) for an area of interest, where τ and η denote the range time and azimuth time, respectively. To this end, a probing signal with bandwidth B τ × B η is used to illuminate the area. The echo signal, which contains information about the illuminated area, is then observed by the sensor. After certain steps of matched filteringbased processing, the focused SAR signal can be described as [20] - [22] 
where the sinc kernel is the impulse response function (IRF) due to bandlimited observation.
Let the range and azimuth frequencies be ν and ξ, and the Fourier transforms of z(τ, η) and z mf (τ, η) be Z(ν, ξ) and Z mf (ν, ξ), respectively. We can express (4) in frequency domain as
where Rect(·) is a rectangular window for bounding the spectrum It should be pointed out that the rectangular spectral support in (5) involves assumptions of zero squint angle and constant antenna weighting. In fact, the observed spectrum is more general, which is related to the squint angle and antenna pattern. The readers may refer to Appendix 8A in [3] for more discussions. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we consider the rectangular spectral support in this paper.
B. SAR Interferometry
The phase of a SAR image pixel is proportional to its slant range plus a scattering phase, i.e.,
where R is the slant range, k 0 = 2π/λ 0 is the wavenumber and λ 0 is wavelength of transmitted pulse [20] . Topographic elevation affects R, so height information is related to the phase.
To retrieve the height information, InSAR exploits the phase difference between two complex-valued SAR images. This involves a master image z m [n, l] and a slave image z s [n, l], which are observed at slightly different positions. The phases of each pixel pair can be expressed as
where R m [n, l], R s [n, l] are master and slave pixel ranges, and φ scat,m [n, l], φ scat,s [n, l] are their scattering phases, respectively. After coregistration, a interferometric phase can be obtained by pixel-by-pixel conjugate multiplication,
where ∆R[n, l] = R m [n, l] − R s [n, l], and φ noise [n, l] = φ scat,m [n, l] − φ scat,s [n, l]. Note that in an ideal case we can assume that the scattering phases φ scat,m [n, l] and φ scat,s [n, l] are the same. But in practice, decorrelation factors such as view angle and thermal noise will corrupt this ideal assumption and consequently the phase noise φ noise [n, l] occurs in the interferometric phase. The first term in the right side of (9) can be decomposed into a flat-Earth phase and topographic phase as
By filtering to suppress phase noise and removal of the flat-Earth phase, the topographic phase φ topo [n, l] can be retrieved. It is notable that for repeat-pass InSAR measurements there exist residual phases due to possible atmosphere phase screen and ground deformation. In this case, φ topo [n, l] should contain these residual phase components.
In the interferometric operation (9), the images are required to have the same resolution or spectral band. If this requirement is not satisfied, it will introduce decorrelation for each pixel pair due to different scattering contributions, as seen from (4) . Then according to the conventional InSAR principle, CB filtering should be applied to remove the NCB to avoid decorrelation [1] , [2] . However, this processing reduces the image resolution, and thus leads to the loss of interferogram quality [1] , [2] . The master image has a large bandwidth, and the slave image has a small bandwidth. This setting results in two different resolutions, which is characterized by the resolution ratio α × β. The support of overlapped region is the CB, and the rest area is the NCB. This paper aims at making full use of the NCB to improve interferogram quality.
III. NCB-INSAR
To avoid the above-mentioned drawback of the conventional CB-InSAR, this section presents our NCB-InSAR method.
A. NCB Interferometric Relation
We consider the case: the master image has the bandwidth B τ × B η , while the slave image has a smaller bandwidth αB τ × βB η for α, β ∈ (0, 1), as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Then compared with the master image, the slave image has a coarser resolution. We refer to this pair of master and slave images as the NCB InSAR image pair. The parameters α and β are referred to as resolution ratios in range and azimuth, respectively.
To distinguish from the HR slave image z s [n, l] with bandwidth B τ × B η , we denote the LR slave image by y s [i, j]. According to (5) , we can express the spectral relation between the HR and LR slave images as
where Z s (ν, ξ) denotes the slave spectrum to be observed, Y s,mf (ν, ξ) and Z s,mf (ν, ξ) denote the observed spectra with bandwidth αB τ × βB η and B τ × B η , respectively. Then in discrete domain, the 2-D discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of y s [i, j] and z s [n, l] are related as
where the operator F denotes 2-D DFT, and S α,β is a CB filter to extract the lowpass α × β (in percentage) common spectral band. In this paper, DFTs are normalized.
According to (9) and (10), the slave image phase can be written as
(13) Using this phase relation, we decompose the HR slave image as
where
In the above equations, θ m [n, l] contains the master image phase and the flat-Earth phase (which can be computed according to a reference surface [23] ); u[n, l] contains the slave image amplitude and the desired topographic phase; e[n, l] is used to model the noise introduced by φ noise [n, l]. In this paper, we define u[n, l] as an interferogram. This interferogram has a high resolution which equals the resolution of the HR image z m [n, l].
Inserting (14) into (12), we have
This linear model describes the interferometric relation of the NCB-InSAR image pair.
B. Interferogram Formation via CS
For ease of description, we rewrite (18) in a matrix-vector form. Firstly, we denote the sample lengths of the indices i, j, n and l as I, J, N and L, respectively. Secondly, we define two matrices, Ω α and Ω β , as row submatrices of N × N and L × L identity matrices, which extract the lowpass α × β image spectrum in range and azimuth, respectively. Finally, we define Y s , Θ m U and E as the matrix forms of y s [i, j], θ m [n, l], u[n, l] andê[n, l], respectively. Using these notations, we rewrite (18) in a matrix form as
Denoting y s = vec(Y s ) and u = vec(U), (19) can be expressed in a matrix-vector form as
whereê = vec( E) and
is an IJ × N L matrix. Here Q denotes the lowpass filtering in the right side of (21) , which can also be viewed as a sinc blurring kernel, and θ m = vec(Θ m ). The subscript "m" indicates that H m is related to the master image. Because this matrix seems to perform measurement on u, we refer to it as the measurement matrix. Since IJ < N L, (20) is under-determined. Therefore, unlike conventional CB-InSAR, interferogram formation from the NCB-InSAR image pair is an ill-posed problem, and thus it cannot be solved directly. Our solution is to use a CS approach to solve this illposed problem. According to CS theory, if the interferogram u is sparse in appropriate bases, it is possible to successfully recover it. As we know, wavelet transform and discrete cosine transform (DCT) are efficient for sparse representation in image processing, and have been widely used to sparsely represent natural images [24] . Similarly, complex-valued SAR interferograms also exhibit sparsity in wavelet or DCT domain [6] . For example, as the UAV SAR interferogram shown in Fig. 4(b) , its most wavelet and DCT coefficients, shown in Fig. 4(a) , are small. In fact, only 5% largest coefficients can well approximate the original interferogram, as shown in Fig.  4 (c) and (d).
Based on above discussions, we express the interferogram u by a basis W and a sparse vector x as
Inserting (22) into (20) and defining a sensing matrix
we translate (20) into a CS model as
According to CS, if the sensing matrix A m satisfies RIP, we can recover the interferogram u by solving the 1 minimization problem
where is a relaxation parameter accounting for noise factors.
In this paper, we consider the Lagrangian form of (25), i.e., the problem (3). Now, this problem can be solved by a variety of algorithms, such as the truncated Newton interior-point method [25] and first-order algorithms [26] - [29] . With the recovered coefficient x, we can then reconstruct the interferogram by (22) .
IV. RIP ANALYSIS
As we know, to ensure recovery performance in the framework of CS, the sensing matrix should satisfy RIP or incoherence [4] . On the other hand, the sparse representation may be mismodeled when the interferogram is not sparse enough. Besides, InSAR observations are usually corrupted by various noise sources, such as thermal noise, quantization, atmosphere and look angle. So, it is desired that the proposed NCB-InSAR is theoretically reconstructable and robust in the presence of noise and mismodeling. In CS, RIP is a widely used condition for analyzing both two requirements. In this section, we therefore discuss the RIP of NCB-InSAR. In the following discussions, the basis W is assumed to be orthonormal.
A. RIP and Robust Recovery
The RIP defines a sequence of restricted isometry constants (RICs): the k-th RIC of a matrix A is the smallest constant δ k ∈ (0, 1) satisfying
for all k-sparse vectors x. The matrix A is said to satisfy k-order RIP if the RIC δ 2k is remarkably less than 1 [30] . The RIC can provide the upper bound of recovery error in (25) for sparse and compressible signals. Specifically, if δ 2k < √ 2 − 1, the recovery error between the sparse or compressible vector x and the solution x # of (25) will obey [31] x
In (27), σ k (x) 1 = inf supp(v)≤k x − v 1 denotes the best kterm approximation error of x in 1 norm, and C 1 and C 2 are positive constants depending on δ 2k [30] . Briefly speaking, the smaller the RIC δ 2k is, the smaller the constant C 1 , C 2 and the best k-term approximation error will be. So, if the sensing matrix A m satisfies RIP, the recovery error x − x # 2 is well bounded, i.e., the recovery is guaranteed and is robust in the presence of noise and mismodeling.
In CS, random matrices take the leading role in the design of sensing matrices satisfying RIP, such as Gaussian matrix, partial Fourier matrix and random circulant matrix [30] . In the literature, various RIP conditions have been established for a variety of random matrices from the probabilistic perspective. Besides the optimal Gaussian matrix, many other types of random matrices that satisfy suboptimal or quadratic RIP conditions also provide guaranteed recovery performance, such as the random circulant matrix [32] - [34] . In the following, we will also provide a quadratic RIP for the sensing matrix A m of NCB-InSAR.
B. Speckle Effect and Random Sensing Matrix
From the CS model of NCB-InSAR, we find that the sensing matrix A m is inherently random. Consider distributed scatterers as in Fig. 5 . Due to the speckle effect in SAR imaging, each pixel of a SAR image is the superposition of many independent elementary scatterers, as explained in Fig.  5 . According to the central limit theorem, the phase of each pixel is independent random variables uniformly distributed in [−π, π] [1]. Hence, the phase matrix Θ m is a random matrix with i.i.d. entries obeying uniform distribution in the unit circle in C. This random phase can be explicitly seen from the example in Fig. 6 . Consequently, the phase matrix Θ m injects randomness into the sensing matrix A m via (21), and then A m is also random. It is notable that, different from sensing matrices in other CS applications, A m exploits the inherent randomness of speckle effect instead of artificially injecting randomness. Therefore, the proposed NCB-InSAR do not need to adopt an extra random sub-sampling strategy. Besides, A m is a structured matrix, which is different from Gaussian matrices. Next, we will prove that this structured matrix also satisfies RIP.
The concentration of measure (CoM) inequality [35] is one of the leading techniques for RIP analyses of random matrices. It quantifies how well a random matrix preserve the norm of a high-dimensional sparse signal when mapped into a lowdimensional space. We begin by deriving the CoM inequality of A m , as presented in Lemma 1.
Im Re Re Im Fig. 5 . Scattering model explaining speckle effect. Due to the coherent sum of many elemental scatterers within a resolution cell, the phase of the pixels are i.i.d variables uniformly distributed in [−π, π] when the radar wavelength is comparable to the surface roughness [23] . This effect is inherent in coherent imaging systems. where K is the number of columns of A m , W k,∞ is a mixed norm of W defined as W k,∞ = sup
Proof: See Appendix A.
Lemma 1 points out that the probabilistic tail bound of the CoM decays exponentially. It means that the sensing matrix A m has a distance-preserving property, which is the essence of RIP. Using covering number estimate [30] in combination with Lemma 1, we derive the following RIP condition.
Theorem 1: The restricted isometry constant δ k of the sensing matrix A m satisfies δ k < δ for some constant 0 < δ < 1 with probability exceeding 1 − η provided that
where C = 576 is a constant.
Proof: See Appendix B.
According to Theorem 1, if the resolution ratios α and β are properly designed, then with high probability, the sensing matrix A m satisfies RIP. The basis W also affects RIP. For the DCT basis, it can be given that W 2 k,∞ = 2k/K. Thus in this case, the sensing matrix satisfies RIP with αβ = O k 2 log(K/k)/K . Namely, the total resolution ratio αβ is mainly limited by the ratio between the square of interferogram sparsity and the master image size. If interferograms are sparse enough, αβ can be much smaller than 1. Then the resolution of the slave image can be much coarser than that of the master image.
Although inferior to the optimal RIP O (klog(K/k)/K) of Gaussian matrix [4] , the quadratic RIP in (30) still shows that A m is an effective sensing matrix. According to our experience on the RIP analysis of CS radar [36] - [38] , the quadratic factor k 2 is possibly overestimated by the adopted proof technique. How to theoretically tighten this RIP will be considered in our future works.
C. Connections to Random Convolution
The measurement model (20) of NCB-InSAR is similar to the CS models of random convolution and random demodulation [32] , [39] . These CS models measure sparse signals at low rate by convoluting it with a random sequence followed by subsampling. The subsamples can be drawn at either random locations or consecutive ones, leading to different variants of measurement matrices [32] , [33] , [39] . This measurement process can be described by a measurement matrix H rc = ΩC, where C is a random convolution (or circulant) matrix and Ω is a row submatrix matrix of an identity matrix. By diagonalizing the circulant matrix C via DFT, the random convolution matrix can be rewritten as
where θ is a random sequence consisting of complex numbers with random phases [32] . Actually, NCB-InSAR adopts a similar measurement model, as stated in Proposition 1.
Proposition 1:
Denote Ω 2D = Ω β ⊗ Ω α and F 2D = F L ⊗ F N . The measurement model (20) of NCB-InSAR can be reformulated asŷ
whereĤ
is a 2-D random convolution matrix, andŷ s = (F J ⊗ F I )y s , u = F 2D u.
Proof: Firstly, we decompose the Kronecker product bracketed in (21) as
Next, we multiply (20) by (F J ⊗ F I ) and denoteû = F 2D u.
It then results in the measurement modelŷ s =Ĥ mû witĥ
. Observing (31) and (33), we find thatĤ m has a similar structure to the random convolution matrix H rc . The difference is that the random convolution and subsampling ofĤ m is performed in two-dimensional frequency domain while (31) is in one-dimensional time domain. Since random convolution matrices have been proved to satisfy RIP [32] , [33] , it indirectly confirms the effectiveness of our CS model.
In summary, both Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 show that the sensing matrix of NCB-InSAR has an effective structure to satisfy RIP. So, from the viewpoint of CS, the HR interferogram is stably embedded into the NCB-InSAR image pair, and thus it is feasible to be recovered correctly and robustly via 1 minimization.
V. NIL1M ALGORITHM
This section is to design an efficient interferogram formation algorithm for NCB-InSAR. Actually, there exist many standard solvers available for the problems (25) and (3), such as TFOCS [29] and 1 -MAGIC [40] . However, these solvers are developed for general problems, not suitable for our problem considering that our problem size is typically large due to large image sizes. Therefore, we design the NIL1M algorithm for fast interferogram formation.
A. Problem Reformulation
We focus on solving the 1 minimization problem (3), considering that it is easier to handle compared to the quadratically constrained problem (25) . To exploit the DFT structures of the sensing matrix, we rewrite (3) in a matrix form as
where H m denotes the measurement operator,
and W is a sparse transform, e.g. wavelet transform or DCT. It is notable that, this kind of optimization problems is related to image deblurring/deconvolution approaches [41] , [42] . First-order methods are commonly used to solve this kind of large-scale problems, such as the family of iterative shrinkage/thresholding algorithms [43] , [44] . In these algorithms, each iteration involves the measurement operator H m and its adjoint, contributing to main computational burden. So, it is helpful to simplify the operator H m beforehand to reduce the computational cost. To this end, we apply a simple preprocessing to the slave image Y s , i.e., a 2-D DFT operation,
Since all DFT matrices are orthonormal, we can replace
This replacement saves the DFTs involving F I and F J . Now, we have an equivalent form of the problem (35),
B. Algorithm Design
With the equivalent formulation (40), we design a first-order interferogram formation algorithm under the framework of the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [44] in virtue of its simplicity and efficiency.
Using quadratic approximation of f (U), each iteration of FISTA for (40) is to solve the following subproblem [44] ,
where L f is the Lipschitz constant of the gradient ∇f (U) of f (U), and V i is a linear combination of previous two iterative points {U i−1 , U i−2 }. In Appendix C, we derive that L f = 2/αβ. V i will be given explicitly in later discussions. After completing the square and ignoring constant terms, the subproblem (41) becomes
Using the soft-thresholding operator
where v n,l denotes the [n, l]-th entry of V, and κ is the softthreshold, the subproblem (42) has a closed-form solution as
where D i = ∇f (V i )/L f . According to the definition of f (U) in (38) , D i can be given explicitly as
Intuitively, the variable R i is the spectral residual of the LR slave image in i-th iteration, and D i is a scaled projection of the residual in high-dimension interferogram space. Based on the discussions above, we formulate the NIL1M algorithm in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, the computational complexity mainly lies in the involved DFTs and sparse transforms. By exploiting the FFT technique and fast implementation of wavelet transforms, the algorithm has an O (Klog(K)) complexity per iteration. If we solve the original problem (3) directly, the computational complexity should be O(K 2 ) per iteration for common first-order solvers. Therefore, our algorithm is more efficient to solve (3) with large scales. 
9: i = i + 1; 10: until i > N iter ; 11: Take the angle of U i to obtain φ topo .
C. Parameter Selection
Regarding the regularization parameter λ, it is related to the Lagrange multiplier of the constraint in (25) . The optimal choice of λ should provide a solution that coincides with the solution of (25) . However, such choice cannot be known a prior [45] . Chen et al. suggest a strategy for choosing the regularization parameter, i.e., λ = σ √ 2 logK, where σ is the noise level [46] . This choice has some optimal properties based on assumptions of the orthogonality of A m and the known noise level. For our problem, A m is not orthogonal. As a relaxation, we suggest to obtain suitable λ using a strategy similar to σ √ 2 logK. Specifically, defining a positive hyperparameter γ and
where length(·) denotes the sample length of a vector, we set λ = σ γ 2 logK.
If γ is set as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), σ γ will also lead to the strategy λ = σ √ 2 logK. For our problem, we suggest selecting γ around 1, for example, γ = 1, 0.5, 0.25. According to our experience, it is easy to obtain relatively suitable λ by several trials of the hyperparameter γ.
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We test the performance of the proposed NCB-InSAR method through several numerical experiments on simulated and half-real datasets. Several pre-processing steps are applied to the datasets to generate simulated and half-real NCB InSAR image pairs with various resolution ratios. Then we choose the DB-4 wavelet and DCT as the sparse transforms and use the NIL1M algorithm to recover HR interferograms with N iter = 200. As a comparison, we also provide the results of conventional CB-InSAR. The CB-InSAR processing steps used in this section is: filtering the master image to keep only the CB spectrum, resampling the slave image to the master pixel spacing, interferogram formation by conjugate multiplication, and removing flat-Earth phase. Detailed experimental settings, results and analyses are given below. 
A. Experiments on Simulated Dataset
We begin by ideal simulations. The image amplitude, master image phase, and topographic phases are shown in Fig. 7 . Here we consider two examples of topographic phases as shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. The topographic phases are simulated for considering homogeneous fringes, and several small phase patches (16 × 16 pixels) are used to consider the presence of outliers. The amplitude is generated from i.i.d. Rayleigh distribution and is assumed to be the same for the master and the slave images. The HR slave image is filtered by a lowpass filter S α,β with several settings of α × β to generate LR slave images.
With the above simulations, we consider a noise-free setting and a noisy setting. The noise termê is simulated with i.i.d. phase noise φ noise uniformly distributed in [− π 4 , π 4 ], which leads to a SNR about 3.5 dB and a coherence level about 0.55. Then we recover topographic phases by CB-InSAR and NCB-InSAR. The regularization parameter of NCB-InSAR are set according to (48) with γ = 1, and the sparse basis is DCT. Fig. 8 shows the topographic fringes recovered by CB-InSAR and NCB-InSAR in the noise-free setting with resolution ratios 1/16 × 1 and 1 × 1/16, respectively. As shown by the left two images in Figs. 8(a) and (b) , CB-InSAR leads to less visible fringes due to resolution reduction, degrading the interferogram quality. The fringes obtained by NCB-InSAR are more visible than CB results, as shown by the right two images in Figs. 8(a) and (b). To provide a clear view for pixel phase responses, we zoom in two small areas of the fringes which are marked by yellow and green frames in Figs. 8(a) -(b) and displayed separately in Figs. 8(c)-(f) . The zoom-in areas of CB results clearly show a phase noise effect, which is introduced by reducing SLC images' resolution. In the worst case, the fringes are completely invisible by CB interferometry, as seen from the first zoom-in areas in Fig. 8(e) . On the contrary, our method still preserves the fringes with less noise effect. However, the small phase patches cannot be preserved by NCB-InSAR. The reason is that these small patches act like outliers in the homogeneous fringes and are not sparse . In each subfigure, the first and second images are processed by CB-InSAR with resolution ratios 1/16 × 1 and 1 × 1/16, respectively; the third and fourth images are processed by NCB-InSAR with resolution ratios 1/16 × 1 and 1 × 1/16, respectively. enough in the DCT basis. Based on these findings, we consider that NCB-InSAR improves interferogram quality in the sense of phase noise reduction, but cannot preserve spatially sparse outliers. Fig. 9 shows the results in the noisy setting, which are consistent with the results in Fig. 8 . 
where W denotes the sparse transform. In our experiments, p, q ∈ {1, · · · , N } since the images are square and [p, q] and [n, l] has the same size. Due to resolution reduction of SLC images, e jφ # topo [n,l] recovered by CB-InSAR contains phase noise, which whiten the spectrum of e jφ # topo [n,l] . The joint effect of phase noise and oversampling leads to the CB-InSAR error maps shown in the first and second images in Figs. 10(a)-(d). By NCB-InSAR, the mean errors of DCT coefficients are relatively smaller than the errors by CB-InSAR, especially in the low-frequency domain. This shows that NCB-InSAR better preserves the information of original interferogram.
To quantitatively evaluate the coefficient errors, we compute the mean coefficient errors with respect to low and highfrequency percentages, respectively. We refer to E coef [p, q] for p, q ≤ P as the low-frequency coefficients with low-frequency percentage ξ l = P 2 /N 2 . Then we define the mean coefficient error with respect to low-frequency percentage ξ l as E low (ξ l ) = 10 log 10
Similarly, we refer to E coef [p, q] for p, q > P as the highfrequency coefficients with high-frequency percentage ξ h = 1 − P 2 /N 2 , and define the mean coefficient error with respect to high-frequency percentage ξ h as E high (ξ h ) = 10 log 10
Taking different values of P gives the error curves E low (ξ l ) and E high (ξ h ). The error curves for each simulation setting is shown in Figs. 10(e)-(l). As seen from the curves, NCB-InSAR errors are clearly less than CB-InSAR errors in both low and high-frequency domains. For example, Figs. 10(f) and (j) show that, the mean errors for 50% low and high frequencies by NCB-InSAR are about 10.4 dB and 4.2 dB smaller than those by CB-InSAR, respectively.
Since our method solves a signal recovery problem, rootmean-square error (RMSE) can be used for evaluating the performance of our method. The RMSE of the recovered topographic phase is defined as 
where angle{·} and mean{·} take the angle and mean values of the bracketed variables, respectively. As shown in Table  ( We should point out that the above simulations of simple geometrical fringes are ideal, considering that in practice interferometric fringes usually assume more complex patterns. Besides, scattering phase seen by different acquisitions can be decorrelated and the noise φ noise may not obey an i.i.d. uniform distribution. To better test our method, we next perform numerical experiments based on a real SAR dataset owing to its complex interferometric fringes.
B. Experiments on RADARSAT-2 Phoenix Dataset
The Phoenix dataset is an ultra-fine interferometric pair collected by RADARSAT-2 on 4 and 28, May, 2008, respectively. The scene is located in Phoenix, Alabama, USA. From this dataset we extract a subset of 1024 × 1024 pixels for our experiments. The pixel spacing is 1.3 × 2.1 [m] with oversampling factors 1.1 in range and 1.3 in azimuth. Similar to previous settings, we generate half-real NCB InSAR image pairs by lowpass filtering one of original images. The regularization parameter is chosen by (48) with γ = 0.25.
The results on this dataset is shown in Fig. 11 . Similar to the previous results, NCB-InSAR better recovers the fringes while CB-InSAR suffers from the noise effect due to resolution reduction of SAR images. This point is clearly seen from the zoom-in areas: in Figs and (j), the fringes processed by NCB-InSAR is still clearly visible. This means an improvement in interferogram quality, as one can easily find from the pixel responses in the zoom-in areas. For providing a simple numerical comparison, we use a filtered version (using Goldstein filtering) of the original HR fringes as a reference to compute DCT/wavelet errors and RMSEs. As the results shown in Fig. 12(d) , by NCB-InSAR, the mean errors of 50% high and low-frequency DB-4 wavelet coefficients are approximately 3 dB smaller than those by CB-InSAR. RMSEs are also reduced by 0.3 ∼ 0.7 [rad], as shown in Table II .
Regarding the sparse transforms used in NCB-InSAR, DB-4 wavelet leads to better results than DCT for this datasets. Specifically, the RMSEs by DB-4 wavelet is about 0.15 [rad] smaller than those by DCT. This suggests that the choice of a proper sparse basis is beneficial for the retrieval of interferograms. How to choose better sparse bases will be considered in our future works.
C. Spectral Extrapolation
We find that the proposed method can generate extrapolated interferogram spectra with respect to CB processing. To show this point, we provide the image spectra and interferogram spectra of Figs. 9 and 11 in Figs. 13 and 14 , respectively. For our method, we have multiplied the output of Algorithm 1 by the master image amplitude to adapt our interferograms to the conventional definition of interferograms, |z m [n, l]| · |z s [n, l]|e jφtopo = |z m [n, l]| · u[n, l].
To facilitate analysis, we provide the theoretical description of interferogram spectra. By the convolution theorem, the interferogram spectra obtained by spatial-domain conjugate multiplication can be expressed in frequency-domain by
For the CB image pair that has a partial spectral band, the image spectra outside the CB are discarded, and it therefore brings a loss of interferometric information, which can be clearly shown by the convolution equation. Accordingly, the LR CB interferogram spectra get weaker and narrower due to the discarding of coherent spectra, as shown by the presented Figs. 13 and 14 . In contrast to CB processing, the interferogram spectra produced by the proposed method are close to the original ones. This coincides with the aim of our method which tries to recover the original HR interferograms. However, the original interferograms are not completely recovered, since the spectral extrapolation is not perfect. Specifically, the spectra recovered by our method are cleaner and weaker than the original ones, so we cannot achieve the same resolution as the original one.
It is noteworthy that the achievement of spectra extrapolation is signal-dependent. For geometrically simple cases, like the simulated examples, the spectra can be well extrapolated; for complicated cases like the presented RADARSAT-2 example, spectral extrapolation is not a easy task but can still be obtained to a noticeable degree with respect to CB processing.
D. Discussions
The resolution reduction in the SLC image domain introduces an unwanted phase noise effect. The reason for this effect is that, when the image resolution gets coarser, phase variation of scatterers within a resolution cell increases. Consequently, it produces spatial decorrelation noise due to the sinc blurring kernel in the image domain. Our method is designed to recover the original fringes by solving a sparse recovery problem, which can suppress the unwanted noise effect introduced by the resolution reduction. In this sense, our method can be viewed as a special phase denoising method. On the other hand, our method also can be viewed as a spectral extrapolation method, which is based on the exploitation of the NCB information.
We should point out that the details of our recovered fringes are not as fine as those of the original HR ones, which is seen from Figs. 8, 9 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a non-common band InSAR method in the framework of CS. In contrast to conventional CB-InSAR, the proposed NCB-InSAR exploits the full spectra of two interferometric images to perform spectral extrapolation and improve the interferogram quality. The main characteristics and advantages of NCB-InSAR are summarized as follows:
1) Compared to CB-InSAR, NCB-InSAR improves the interferogram quality by means of exploiting the noncommon band. 2) NCB-InSAR adopts CS as a signal processing approach to recover interferograms, which is different from the conventional interferometry via pixel-by-pixel conjugate multiplication. 3) Due to the speckle effect, the CS model of NCB-InSAR naturally satisfies the RIP requirement in CS. As no additional random sub-sampling strategy is required, NCB-InSAR can be directly applied to existing spaceborne and airborne SAR systems. 4) In NCB-InSAR, the resolution of the slave image can be much coarser than that of the master one. This suggests a reduction in the cost and requirement on data acquisition. For computational efficiency, we also designed a specialized algorithm for NCB-InSAR. The algorithm mainly involves fast matrix operations, like FFT and wavelet transfrom, and hence is computationally efficient.
We would like to point out that the proposed method is not a universal one. Limited by the CS theory, it is designed for specific cases, i.e., extended targets having homogeneous fringes. It is not suitable for recovering interferometric phases of point-like scatterers or outlier patches, and therefore is not applicable for urban areas.
Currently, our experiments are limited to simulated and half-real datasets. In future works, we would like to seek real InSAR datasets acquired with different resolutions, and investigate how well our method works on real data in the presence of error sources like non-ideal antenna weighting, coregistration error and decorrelation. Moreover, since NCB-InSAR requires a HR image, we would like to further study the proposed method in HR case like spotlight InSAR [47] , [48] , and evaluate the performance of NCB-InSAR on HR datasets.
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The proof exploits the CoM phenomenon for Lipschitz functions of random variables [49] . In the following proof, we rely on the assumption that each entry of θ m is independently uniformly distributed on the unit circle of C.
Define a function f (θ m ) = H m u 2 . The first step of our proof is to derive the Lipschitz constant of the function. Referring to (32) and (33), it can be derived that
Without loss of generality, we first consider the case of u 2 = 1.
Then the function f (θ m ) has a Lipschitz constant σu
Secondly, we use the Talagrand concentration inequality (Proposition 1.1.13 of [49] ) to derive the CoM inequality for the Lipschitz function f (θ m ).
Lemma 2 (Talagrand concentration inequality): Let B > 0, and let ζ = [ζ 1 , · · · , ζ K ] be a variable with independent entries |ζ k | ≤ B for all 1 ≤ p ≤ K. Let f : C K → R be a σ-Lipschitz convex function. Then for any δ, one has
where P{·} denotes the probability of an event, Mf (ζ) is the probabilistic median of f (ζ), and C 3 = 4, C 4 = 1/16 are universal positive constants [50] .
For the Lipschitz function f (θ m ), the variable θ m has i.i.d. bounded entries |θ m,n | ≤ 1 for n = 1, · · · , K, where θ m,n denotes the n-th entry of θ m . Therefore, by Lemma Next, we are going to derive the median Mf (θ m ). Denoting
and Q = T * u T u , the square of random function f (θ m ) can be written as 
The last equality holds because Q i,j = Q * j,i for i = j, and Q i,i = |u i | 2 . From (60), we can see that the function f 2 (θ m ) is symmetric about f 2 (θ m ) = 1 because the first term in the last line take negative and positive values with equal probability. So it is easy to find that the events {f 2 (θ m ) > 1} and {f 2 (θ m ) < 1} have the same probability. It then follows 
For an arbitrary vector u, its normalized version u u 2 has a unit norm, so
Since u = Wx, for k-sparse vector x, we have
Finally, considering that H m u 2 = A m x 2 , and u 2 = x 2 due to the orthonormality of W, we have
with δ ∈ (0, 1) for arbitrary k-sparse vector x.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Our proof is rooted in [51] , which use the concentration of measure inequality and covering number estimates to provide a simple proof. Some essential modifications and extensions are considered to adapt the results to our problem.
Without loss of generality, we prove Theorem 1 in the case of x 2 = 1. First, define a k-dimensional subspace X S = {x|supp(x) = S}, where S ⊂ {1, · · · , K} and |S| = k. Choose a finite point set Q S ⊂ X S with q 2 = 1 for all q ∈ Q S , such that
As shown in Chapter 13 of [52] , there exists such a set with number of elements less than 12 ρ k . For all elements of Q S , we apply the concentration inequality in Lemma 1 with a setting δ = ρ 2 to obtain 1 − ρ 2 q 2 ≤ Aq 2 ≤ 1 + ρ 2 q 2 , for all q ∈ Q S . (66) By Lemma 1 this inequality hold with probability exceeding
Next, let ξ be the smallest number such that
Now we are going to show that ξ ≤ ρ. Since x − q 2 ≤ ρ 4 for a given q ∈ Q S , we have 
Finally, choosing δ = 3ρ, so that (1 − δ) ≤ (1 − ρ) 2 and (1 + δ) ≥ (1 + ρ) 2 for ρ ∈ (0, 1), we have where C = 576.
APPENDIX C DERIVATION OF LIPSCHITZ CONSTANT L f
Generally, Lipschitz constant is defined as follows: given two sets V and Y , and a function g(
holds for all v a and v b in V , then the constant ζ is referred to as a Lipschitz constant for g(v). In our problem, the function to be discussed is the gradient
and the distance is measured by the Frobenius norm · F . Then for two variables U a and U b , defining u a = vec(U a ) and u b = vec(U b ), we have
This inequality gives a Lipschitz constant L f = 2 Ĥ * mĤm 2 . Referring to equation (33), we havê
Defining a unitary matrix Q = F 2D diag(Θ m )F * 2D , and a diagonal matrix Σ = 1
αβ Ω T 2D Ω 2D , we have the eigendecom-positionĤ * mĤm = QΣQ −1 .
This gives Ĥ * mĤm 2 = 1/αβ, since all the nonzero diagonal values of Σ are 1/αβ. Consequently, we have L f = 2/αβ.
